
Media Kit
 Malvertising Prevention & Ad Quality Solution



Why monitor your ads? 

What is AdSecure?

+ Brand reputation
+ Google ranking
+ Partner trust
+ Revenue growth

+ Eliminate malicious ads
+ Detect non-compliant & low quality ads
+ Identify unsafe & offensive ad content
+ Measure ad performance against industry standards

Malicious and non-compliant ads negatively impact:

We provide constant monitoring and protection of your ad 
supply chain by automating your ad verification process 
before ads go live & while they are running.



Who we help?

Protecting users from malicious 
attacks and negative browsing 
experiences.

Automating compliance tasks and 
assisting teams to drive high quality 
ad delivery, meet industry standards 
and be free of malvertising.

Avoiding placing ads next to 
inappropriate or irrelevant web 
content in order to reinforce online 
brand safety strategy and maintain 
positive brand image.
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When we help?

Perform deep analysis of your ad 
campaigns before they launch.

Keep analysing your ad 
campaigns while they are active.

Perform real-time verifications 
before displaying the ads.
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What we detect?

User Security User Experience User Advisory

Adware 

Browser Locker

Drive-by mining

Malicious URL: Google Webrisk

Malicious URL: Sucuri

Malicious URL: Virustotal

Malware

Phishing URL: Google Webrisk

Ransomware

Scareware

SSL-non-compliant 

Unwanted Programs: Google Webrisk    

Auto-download

Auto-pop

Auto-redirect

Auto-redirect App Store

Auto-vibrate

Back button hijack

JS Alert on entry

JS Alert on exit

Landing page error

Permission: Camera

Permission: Clipboard

Permission: Geolocation

Permission: Microphone

Permission: Notification

Uncommon Protocols   

IAB: Ad Dimension

IAB: Ad file compression

IAB: Ad request count

IAB: Ad weight

Suspicious TLD

Threat Intelligence

Unsafe content: Adult

Unsafe content: Medical 

Unsafe content: Racy

Unsafe content: Spoof

Unsafe content: Violence

Heavy Ad

   



Our solutions
& key features:
+Ad Safety 
+Brand Safety



Ad Safety:
Active Monitoring
+ After the ad is launched, our crawler allows you to perform 
detailed analysis while the ad is running.
                   
+ An exhaustive set of devices and locations (residential and 
mobile IPs) are available to perform those analysis.

+ Detects all digital malvertising threats and obfuscated 
code hidden deep within redirection chains.

+ Notifies you in real-time of any detection and provides a 
detailed report.              



Ad Safety:
Real-time Blocking

+ A powerful additional line of defense.

+ Scans the ads before they are displayed.

+ Detects and protects against non-compliant 
    behaviours including:

    - Auto redirects
    - JavaScript alerts
    - Web API permissions
    - Cross Frame DOM manipulation

+ Fully compatible with industry standards tech. 
    (Google Ads API, PrebidJS, …)           



+ Support most of the ad formats (incl. iFrames).

+ Analyses the main site page.

+ Engages with the ad campaign like an end user would.

+ Detects any malicious activity on the campaign’s 
    redirects and landing pages.       

Automatic detection and analysis of all ads while 
they are running.

Ad Safety:
Ad Discovery



+ Provides an indication on a scale from 0 to 5 of how 
    risky we consider a URL to be.

+ Lists previous violations detected for that URL.

+ Threat Intelligence is an excellent way to perform a 
     pre-flight check and to enhance and optimise your live   
     daily monitoring.

Ad Safety:
Threat Intelligence



+ Unsafe Content
    Protect your users and your brand reputation by 
    identifying & eliminating adult/offensive ad images.

+ Ad Labels
    Identify keywords for off-brand product placements 
    (e.g. alcohol/tobacco).

+ Logo Detection
    Detect logos used by malicious advertisers to trick end users.
  

Identifies non authorized ads

Ad Safety:
Content Classification



+ Measure the performance of ads against the Industry 
    IAB standards to stay Google compliant.

- Ad Dimension      - Ad Request Count

- Ad Weight             - Ad File Compression

Ad Safety:
IAB Standards Compliance



Brand Safety 

+ Advertise in a safe and compliant environment  
   of high-quality content 
    

+ Avoid placing ads next to inappropriate, 
   unsavory, or irrelevant web content

+ Select a list of pre-defined keywords or 
   define your own keyword lists
  
+ Support API integration
  



What’s inside?



User Interface
Fast, Intuitive and Easy



Forensic-level Reporting
Exhaustive report of all digital threats & obfuscated code hidden in the redirection chains



Actionable Analytics
Data drives strong decision making



For Developers

Our API is built by developers, for developers.

Any action you can perform through the interface, can be 
implemented through the API.

This allows you to automate any action you need, like 
stopping campaigns on your platform when AdSecure 
detects a bad ad.     

Simplified API automation



Some statistics from our Violations Report

Read our Violations Report

1 in 4 
scans reveal 1 

violation 
detected

1 in 20 
scans reveal 3 

violations 
detected

1 in 40 
scanned ad 

campaigns do not 
meet the IAB 

Standards

28.4%
of scans detected 

User Security
violations

21.9%
of scans detected 
User Experience 

violations

https://www.adsecure.com/blog/adsecures-violations-report-2021-q1-q2/
https://www.adsecure.com/blog/ad-security-alert-adsecures-violations-report-2022/


Client Testimonials     

+ 
“Since its integration into our platform and 

network, AdSecure has become a key 

‘go-to’ tool in maintaining Traffic Factory’s 

high quality in advertising standards.”

Takanori Kanto, 
Sales Director, Traffic Factory

+ 
“AdSecure has lifted our ad serving 

SaaS platform way ahead of our 

competitors.”

Barry O’Sullivan, 
Product Director EXADS ad server

+ 
“AdSecure enabled us to detect 475,618 

violations in one quarter”

Ross Allan, 
Advertising & Marketing Executive, TrafficForce

Read our Client Case Studies

https://www.adsecure.com/case-studies/


Why choose AdSecure?

+ 360º ad security protection

+ Uses the latest crawler technology 

+ Consistent threat monitoring and blocking

+ Detailed analysis reports in real-time       

+ User friendly and advanced interface

+ Comprehensive API

+ Efficient customer support

Automatic detection and analysis of ads before 
ads go live & while they are running.



Start 14 day trial

Start a Free Trial 
Stop bad ads. Deliver high quality experiences. 
Maximise your revenue!

https://www.adsecure.com/case-studies/
https://app.adsecure.com/auth/signup


www.adsecure.com

email us: contact@adsecure.com

Member of TAG Malware Working Group


